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Abstract: Expressing emotions of virtual and robotic agents require complex animations that mimic human behavior. By abstracting
the core features in human faces for the emotions described by Ekman, et al., a single-eyed 2D avatar was designed that only moves
the upper and lower eyelids. The relationship between how much each eyelid covers the eye and the perceived emotion was evaluated
with a within-subjects study with 31 college students. The results showed that it is possible to convey different emotional meanings
by changing the eyelids, and adding a white dot to simulate gloss affected the meaning of some emotions considerably. This
research contributes to the development of virtual and robotic agents that can show emotions without increasing the complexity of
the system, ultimately leading to more natural interactions with artificial systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Expressing emotions and giving the illusion of life
to inanimate objects have been a common goal for
designers, researchers, and engineers alike [1]. In that
regard, many researchers have designed robots that can
mimic human facial expressions [2–4], but their close
resemblance to real human beings make them fall into the
Uncanny Valley, the point where their not quite human
physical appearance and behavior creates aversion [5].
It has been suggested that a minimalist design can
help avoid this aversion [6] and that it is possible
to maintain a communication protocol with a minimal
design during human-robot interactions [7].
For that reason, the following research aims to study
the effects simple eyelid changes of a single-eyed 2D
avatar on the emotional meaning being conveyed. The
results of a within-subjects experiment revealed that,
while it is difficult to associate a concrete category with
a specific visual image, it is possible to convey emotional
meanings using a simple visual representation of an eye.
Also, simulating eye gloss for the same eyelid position
affects how the emotion is understood.
The structure of the paper is as follows: Section 2
presents a summary of related works, Section 3 explains
the design process of the avatar, Section 4 details the
experiment methodology, Section 5 presents the results
obtained and their analysis is discussed in Section 6, and
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Section 7 finishes with the conclusions and future work
of this research.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Research in social robotics have identified that gaze
following is important in recognizing a robot as an
agent with its own mind [8]. This mechanism leads
to the development of empathic understanding [9] and
looking at the eyes of other people helps in understanding
emotions [10].
According to Ekman, et al., emotions can be
catalogued by Action Units (AU), facial movements that
correspond to specific facial muscle, and they identified
seven universally recognized emotions that could be
understood regardless of culture [11]. Additionally,
Faigin created an emotional facial guide for artists based
on his studies in visual arts and complemented with
the theory of Ekman [12]. The combination of AUs in
different ways produces specific shapes and wrinkles in
the face that have an emotional meaning and can be
understood globally.
2.1 Emotional expressions in artificial agents
Research done about visual design, color, and shape
of products has found that the emotional condition of
users is affected by those stimuli [13]. A similar research
on robot interfaces found that the main stimuli used in
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Table 1: Set of emotions based on the physical
characteristics of human beings.
Emotion

Description

Neutral

Upper eyelid touches
the iris, lower eyelid is
relaxed.

Happy

Figure 1: Design and dimensions of the avatar.
Fully opened eye showing the sclera, iris, pupil, and
glossy effect (left), and closed eye showing the ratio
between the upper and lower eyelids (right).

Cheeks raise, pushing
the lower eyelid. Upper
eyelid can be raised.

Surprise

Eyes wide open. Sclera
fully visible.

Sad

artificial agents to express emotions are sound, color, and
vibrations [14].

Eyes slightly squinted,
upper eyelid drops due to
the brows.

Fear

Eyes open and tense.
Lower eyelid contracted.

Disgust

Eyes squinted due to the
wrinkle of the nose.

Anger

Eyes focused and wide
open. Upper eyelid seems
lower due to the brow.

2.2 Single-eyed expressions in animation
In the animation and gaming industry, characters with
only one eye have been designed and are able to transmit
to the audience a wide range of emotions. Some of
the common characteristics to these characters are the
absence of a brow and a human-like ration of the iris
and the sclera [15].

Expression

Avatar

3. DESIGN PROCESS
To allow for gaze following while simplifying the
shape of the avatar, a single-eyed round design was
developed. This avatar, presented in Figure 1, was
composed of three concentric circles. To create a scalable
avatar design, all measurements were proportions of the
overall diameter of the eye d. The iris was set to grey
color (R:120, G:120, B:120) to avoid any bias from
colorful stimuli and its diameter to 0.7 ∗d. The pupil had
a diameter of 0.25 ∗ d. A glossy texture was simulated
by adding a white circle of 0.2 ∗ d diameter located at
the top right of the eye. To mimic the proportions of
a human eye, the upper eyelid covered 0.7 ∗ d of the
eye, while the bottom eyelid covered the rest. There is
no bending of the upper eyelid to imitate the eyebrow
muscle to avoid complex animations.
The facial characteristics described by Ekman and
Faigin were analyzed, focusing on the main features of
the eyes [11, 12]. The seven basic emotions were used
as a base to create the different emotional expressions
presented in Table 1.
4. METHODOLOGY
To find the relationship between the position of the
eyelids and the emotion expressed, a within-subjects
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Figure 2: Custom program used to measure emotional
appreciation of the avatar.
Participants were presented with three screens: 1) a
demographics survey, 2) instructions of the experiment,
and 3) 14 sample images displayed in random order.

study was conducted with 31 design students (11F ,
Mage = 25.0, SDage = 2.9) from South Korea. Based
on the initial analysis of facial expressions, two sets of
pictures were made for each emotion: one with and the
other without gloss, for a total of 14 samples.
A 5-point Likert scale for likelihood (1-Definitely
Not | 2-Probably Not | 3-Probably | 4-Very Probably
| 5-Definitely) was used to measure the confidence
level that a specific emotion was being shown by the
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avatar. For each sample, the participants had to rate the
confidence level that the avatar was displaying a neutral,
happy, surprised, sad, fear, disgust, or angry emotion.
To minimize cognitive bias, a custom survey program
was developed in Visual Studio 2017 (C#). As presented
in Figure 2, first, the participants were asked to
fill in their nationality, age, and gender. Then, an
instructions screen was presented. The instructions were
automated to ensure that every participant received the
same information. After that, the 14 samples were
presented to the participants in a random order using
the Fisher-Yates shuffling algorithm [16, p. 142]. Each
sample’s questionnaire had to be fully completed to show
the next figure, but there was no time limit imposed to
answer the questions. All the backgrounds in the program
were set to a value of R:120, G:120, B:120 to avoid any
bias from different hues. A 1 s gap was added in between
each sample to avoid giving the illusion that the avatar
had animations.
5. RESULTS
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA, presented
Table 2, was conducted using R to analyze the effect
of the sample and type of emotion on the emotional
likelihood level. There was a statistically significant
interaction between the effects of sample and type
of emotions on how the meaning was conveyed,
F (78, 2910) = 13.700, p =< .0001. A boxplot of the
likelihood values is presented in Figure 3.
A post hoc pairwise comparison with Bonferroni
adjustment showed a significant difference between
samples (a) and (f-g) (p =< .001) for both with and

without gloss. The sample (a2) was significantly different
from (b1) (p = 0.017) and (b2) (p = 0.003). The
sample (e2) presented a distinction when compared with
(c1) (p =< .001), (d1) (p =< .001), and samples
(f-g) (p =< .001). The samples (b) and (g) were
also significantly different (p =< .001) for both with
and without gloss. No significant difference was found
between (f1), (g1), (f2), (g2) (p = 1.000).

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Mixed emotional states
Some samples of the avatar presented a high
likelihood in more than one emotional state, as in
the case of (a2), the wide opened eye with gloss
[Surprise = 3.45, Happy = 3.06, N eutral = 3.29],
(e1), the avatar of fear without gloss [Surprise = 3.48,
F ear = 3.32], and especially the squinted group of
eyes (f1), (g1), (f2), (g2), representing disgust and anger.
These results are consistent with conclusions drawn by
Ekman, in which one shape of eyes can appear in more
than emotional state, like the wide open eyes during the
emotional blend surprise-happy [11, p. 36].

Table 2: Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA
Source

df

F-value

p-value

Sample
Emotion
Sample x Emotion

13
6
78

1.860
44.211
13.700

0.030*
<.0001*
<.0001*

Figure 3: Boxplot of the Emotional Evaluation of Each Sample
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6.2 Limitations
The evaluation of this research was done on a
2D display, which disregards the effect that a 3D
avatar might produce in physical agents. Furthermore,
each sample consisted of static images without any
animations. It is possible that the speed in which the
eyelids open and close and the movement and dilatation
of the pupil affects the emotion conveyed. Finally, the
main group of participants were from Asian ethnicity,
which may carry a bias on how emotions are expressed
and understood for 2D characters.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
[8]
This research evaluated if it is possible to express
different emotions using only one eye with rigid eyelids.
The results showed that people understand the difference
in emotional states just by changing the positions of the
eyelids, while adding or removing the effect of gloss
affected the emotional meaning. The authors hope that
the contributions of this work allow developers to create
artificial systems that can use emotional communication
without adding complex mechanisms or interfaces. The
results of this research can be applied to minimalist
virtual agents to improve consumer electronics and add
an emotional layer to the experience.
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